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ROHR TREND ALERT!! CORRECTION

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
The original Alert this morning specified ‘the 1,860 and 1,830 areas’ as interim supports below
1,975-70, which was obviously meant to read ‘the 1,960 and 1,930 areas’. That has been
corrected below.
Please discard the previous email.
Thank you, and apologies for any confusion-Rohr
This is a critical short-term view:
As noted for the past couple of days, the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE stalling into 2,075-80 resistance
as recently as last week Tuesday was a negative sign. Slipping back below 2,062-58 left it back into
2,040-35 at the end of last week/year.
Monday’s gap lower also left the MARCH S&P 500 FUTURE below the far more major 2,020-10
range. However, as also noted the past couple of days, there is a broad berth for ‘front month’
congestion below that into 1,990 (which the December contract came near shortly before expiration.)
And the far more critical lower support is the late 2014 into early February 2015 1,975-70
congestion.
What is interesting is that it was entitled to break Monday’s 1,981 low to reach that lower
critical support, and has now done so on the new influence of the North Korean H-bomb test
announcement. (More on the geopolitical aspect in the Market Observations below the video
analysis in the update this morning for Tuesday’s Rohr-Blog Global View post for Gold and Platinum
subscribers to that service.)
The 1,975-70 congestion is now critical support. If it holds, the recovery could be fairly
impressive. However, each of the previous slides below that area (August and September)
overran interim supports in the 1,960 and 1,930 areas for a slide well below the 1,900 area.
While previous we suggested patience in front of the FOMC meeting minutes release at 13:00
CST today, we now wonder what the FOMC might have to say that would be more negative
than a North Korean H-bomb test?
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
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